ABSTRACT
The challenge of the preservation of historical heritage faces several problems, including the lack of skilled craft workers. Traditional techniques as well as cultural heritage materials are often abandoned if they have no adequate means for its production or maintenance and are consequently not recognized. The carpentry is considered one of the oldest professions and has grown in the state of Paraná, as well as in other Brazilian states, due to the influence of European immigration in the second half of the nineteenth century, which brought new architectural solutions and innovation in wooden construction techniques. This study proposes to examine the "know-how" related to traditional wood-utilization techniques, and to present the case study of the Extension Course "Banco sem prego - bench without nails" developed with students, in Curitiba-PR. It was possible during the course to enable students to recognize the technological properties of wood In addition, the practical activity sought to promote the preservation of the ways of doing, the importance of techniques derived from the knowledge passed from father to son and the need to reflect on the appreciation of the material and immaterial goods of the region.
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